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ABSTRACT

Background: A problem likely to be encountered in
any cancer immunotherapy based on vaccination with a
single protein or peptide is variation in the host response.
A particularly informative example is provided by the
two oncogenic proteins, one intracellular and the other
extracellular, encoded by the avian erythroblastosis virus
(AEV), homologs of the thyroid hormones receptor
(THsR) and the epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR),
respectively.
Materials and Methods: Antibodies to these two pro-
teins were assayed by radioimmune precipitation (RIP)
in sera from MHC-congenic rats immunized by virally
induced tumors.
Results: Among the four haplotypes tested, RTl' rats
exhibited a significantly lower response to the EGFR
homolog than the high responders RTlC and RT1U, while

RT la rat strains had an intermediate response. Analysis
of the recombinant haplotype RT1aC indicated that the
response is controlled, as expected, by the class II locus of
the MHC. In contrast, these rat strains responded uni-
fonnly to the intracellular THsR homolog.
Conclusions: These results support the hypothesis that
MHC restriction of the response to self-related proteins
reflects mainly a tolerance mechanism. They sound a
note of warning for cancer vaccine development, and
also one of positive advice. The likelihood of MHC re-
striction suggests that a widely applicable polyvalent vac-
cine should be the final aim in cancer immunotherapy.
Yet, paradoxically, evidence of MHC restriction can
help establish that a candidate vaccine is likely to prove
effective.

INTRODUCTION
Hope is growing for cancer immunotherapy in
general (1,2) and for that involving the epithelial
growth factor (EGF) receptor (3-5) in particular.
This glycoprotein, which is encoded by the c-erb
B gene, is a particularly attractive target because
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it is exposed on the cell surface and is overex-
pressed in certain tumors (6). As has been expe-
rienced with other single-protein or single-pep-
tide vaccines (7,8), some individuals are likely to
be unable to respond, and this will be due in part
to the presence of nonresponder MHC alleles.

A well-established animal model for exam-
ining this possibility is the rat. Neonatal rats in-
jected with fibroblasts transformed by avian
erythroblastosis virus (AEV) develop tumors at
the site of innoculation in 50-60% of the ani-
mals within 6- 8 weeks (9). FL Fisher X Lewis
hybrid rats produce antibodies against the
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v-p75agg-erb A and v-p66I68erb B proteins. The erb
A protein is a mutated version of the chicken
high-affinity receptor for thyroid hormones, lo-
cated in the nucleus (10), while the erb B protein
is a version of the chicken EGF receptor. Of
importance to the present study, it was noted
that Fisher rats produce small amounts of anti-
erb B antibodies (M. J. Hayman, personal com-
munication). Because high-responder MHC
alleles are normally dominant to low-responder
ones, an experiment was performed in which the
low-responder Fisher MHC was combined with
various other MHC haplotypes, all as Fl hybrids
with the same genetic background. An additional
advantage of this system is that the coexpression
of the intracellular erb A and cell-surface erb B
proteins allows for these two types of antigens to
be compared in terms of MHC restriction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The animals used are listed in Table 1, together
with their origins and allele assignments at the
major histocompatibility loci RG1.A and RG1.B
(11). The MHC-congenic PVG strains were pur-
chased from Olac (London, United Kingdom),
and the F334 strain of Fisher rat obtained from
the Imperial Cancer Research Fund breeding
colony.

Tumor induction and the preparation of an-
tiserum were as described (9). Clone ATla of
Fisher fibroblasts transformed by avian erythro-
blastosis virus (AEV) were innoculated intraperi-
toneally (5 X 106 cells) into 7- to 14-day-old
Fisher X Lewis Fl hybrid rats. The animals that
developed tumors were bled by cardiac puncture
8-12 weeks after the innoculation.

Individual sera were analyzed by radioim-

TABLE 1. Alleles at the major histocompatibility
complex of the rat strains used

Origin of RT1.A RTI.B
Strain Haplotype (class I) (class II)

F344 F344 1 1
PVG PVG c c
PVG.RT1u AO u u
PVG.RTIrl rl a c
PVG.RT1' AS 1 1
PVG.RTIa DA a a

mune precipitation on AEV-transformed chicken
erythroblasts, according to methods previously
described (9). The gels were scanned on a dou-
ble-beam microdensitometer (Joyce-Loebl MkHI,
Newcastle, United Kingdom). Relative band den-
sity was calculated in comparison with a stan-
dard positive antiserum which was included in
each gel. Readings were taken from the p75 band
of erb A and the combined p66 plus p68 bands
of erb B.

RESULTS
A representative autoradiograph of radioim-
mune precipitates prepared from 14 individual
sera, together with positive and negative con-
trols, is shown in Fig. 1. All the rats produced
approximately the same amount of anti-erb A
(p75) antibody. The levels of anti-erb B antibody
are clearly different, with one group making high
levels of antibody and the other (sera 11-14)
little or none. While the resolution of erb A and
erb B is good, that of the two erb B (p66 and p68)
components is less clear. For this reason, mea-
surements of the these two components were
pooled.

Figure 2 shows the measured levels of anti-
bodies. Measurements did not vary significantly
between groups for the anti-erb A antibody, but
clearly did so for the anti-erb B antibody. The first
group of sera, from RT1l/c rats, was taken as
standard, from which the second, third, and
sixth groups (RT1l/u, RTII/rl, and RT1a/l, respec-
tively) did not differ significantly. The fourth
group (RTl1/") was significantly lower (t = 4.57,
p < 0.0001); as the standard deviations of the
two groups were significantly different, a non-
parametric statistical analysis was also applied
(Mann-Whitney p = 0.0005). The fifth group
(RTlI/a) was also significantly lower (t = 1.89,
p = 0.032), but, nevertheless, still significantly
higher than the fourth group (t = 3.36, p =
0.002).

The fifth group (RTli/a) was significantly
lower (t = 2.10, p = 0.040) than the third group
(RG11/ri). This comparison is a particularly im-
portant because it provides information on the
role of the class II RG1.B locus in the control of
this response. These two groups differ at RG1.B
but not at RG1.A, suggesting that the substitu-
tion of RG1.Ba for RG1.BC is responsible for this
reduction. We therefore provisionally identify
this allele as intermediate in its effect. However,
the reciprocal hybrids (RTla/l, sixth group)
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FIG. 1. Radioimmune precipitation of erb A (p75) and erb B (p66/68)
Lane - contains normal serum; Lane +, standard positive antiserum; Lanes 1-14, sera from individual rats de-
veloping ascitic or solid tumor derived from AEV-transformed rat fibroblasts. All sera contain antibodies to erb
A; Sera 1-10 contain antibodies to erb B; Sera 11, 12, and 14 are negative for these antibodies, and Serum 13 is
a weak positive (relative band density <0.1).

showed a lesser reduction, casting some doubt
on this conclusion. Furthermore, these data do
not exclude possible effects mediated by class III
loci (for instance the TNF genes), which in the
rat are located to the right of class II.

From the vaccine angle, an important ques-
tion is how often does this form of immunization
entirely fail to elicit an effective antibody re-
sponse. A relative band intensity of <0.1 was
given by 5/46 ( 1%) high responders (Groups 1,
2, and 3), 4/21 (19%) intermediate responders

I/c (15)

a 1/u (15)

, 1/ri (16)
o

g 1/1(27)

t l/a (22)

5 a/I (21)

(Group 5), and 11/27 (41%) low responders
(Group 4). The frequency of these low-to-zero
responses thus runs parallel with the mean levels
of response.

DISCUSSION
These data clearly show that ability to respond to
the erb B viral-oncogene product segregates with
the MHC in these congenic rats, probably with

El erbA (p75)

* erbB (p66/68)

0 0.5 1 1.5

relative band density

FIG. 2. Quantitative analysis of sera from rat Fl hybrids between F344 and five RTI-congenic PVG
strains
In the haplotype designations the female parent is given first (e.g., the designation 1/c indicates an Fl hybrid
offspring of an RGI' female and an RGLc male). In the first five groups the female parent was F344, except in
the last group where the female parent was PVG-RTIa. The number of sera (collected from individual rats) is
shown in parenthesis. Means and standard errors are shown.
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the RGL.B class II locus. The alleles RGI.Bc and
RG1.BU are associated with high responsiveness,
RG 1 .Ba with intermediate responsiveness and
RG1.B1 with low responsiveness. These assign-
ments are only provisional, because of the limi-
tations of this type of genetic analysis; possible
contributions from genes outside the MHC have
not been rigorously excluded, nor have those
from the numerous class III genes located to the
right of RG1.B.

Class II MHC genes control immune respon-
siveness through mechanisms of tolerance (by
creating "holes in the repertoire"), as well as
through determinant selection (12). In this con-
text, it is of interest that the response to erb B but
not to erb A is under class II polymorphic control.
Why determinant selection should make such a
distinction is not obvious. On the other hand,
one would expect a cell-surface (and body fluid)
protein, such as the erb B product, to have better
access to Th cells than an intracellular protein,
such as that encoded by erb A, and therefore to
be better able to operate a mechanism of toler-
ance (13). Furthermore, the viral oncogenes
which encode the erb A and erb B proteins have
proto-oncogene homologues in the host, making
a tolerance mechanism of MHC-mediated unre-
sponsiveness all the more likely. A critical exper-
iment would be to test whether the erb B T-cell
epitope binds to the nonresponder-type MHC
molecule; the tolerance hypothesis predicts that
the epitope would bind but not stimulate T cells.

This last point can be expanded. To provide
an effective vaccination target, a cancer cell an-
tigen needs to be accessible to Th cells. If the
argument proposed above is correct, access to the
Th cells of the immune system could be demon-
strated by showing that the antigen can create
holes in the repertoire. One could imagine two
candidate vaccine antigens for which only the
following properties are known: antigen A pro-
vokes a response in all individuals tested; antigen
B has nonresponders whose HLA molecules nev-
ertheless prove able to bind the antigen. This
information tells us that the normal counterpart
of antigen B is likely to have access to the im-
mune system, while, in this respect, nothing
would be known about antigen A. As a result,
antigen B could be the better choice. Thus, par-
adoxically, there are circumstances in which it
may be better to choose a vaccine antigen with a
variable response, in preference to one which
behaves more uniformly.
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